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*not included with -12a clamping system

**not included with -11a clamping system

Manual Multiclipsystem Additionally required: hammer, pen, cutting pad

Place the jig between skin and ski tail, 
using marks to guide you. You can attach 
either a K-Clip or a Butterfl y-Clip System! 
Do not glue the jig with the marks onto 
the adhesive side of the skin. Observe the 
notes on the template!

K-Clip

K-Clip for ski with groove

Butterfl y for twintip-ski
Butterfl y

Remove the protective foil in nose section 
abt. 10cm (4“) and tail section abt. 40cm 
(16“) from the skin. Center the skin on the 
ski.

Peel the skin back about 35cm (14”)
from ski tail.

Stick the skin onto the already 
positioned jig.

Remove the skin from the ski with jig. 
Replace the protective foil on nose
section on the skin.

Fold the strap along perforated line 
backwards. Put the skin on an appropriate 
cutting pad.

Cut the skin along line, closely following 
the jig. Remove the jig from the skin and 
repeat these steps with your second skin.

Remove the protective foil approx. 5 
cm from the skin. Place the skin with 
the adhesive side up in the longitudinal 
direction on the wood panel and place the 
Elastic Strap on the trimmed skin. Pound 
the teath with a hammer straight through 
the skin.

Replace the protective foil on the skin
and turn it over. Pound the tips on the
skin side fl at with a hammer in the
direction of the end of the skin, so they are 
at a slight angle.

Pound the tips, so that they lie fl at against 
the skin. Repeat these steps for the 
second skin.

Attach the chosen system:
  K-Clip  oder 
  Butterfl y.

Soft wood panel Knife

Components Multiclipsystem

JigK-Clip (2x)* Elastic Strap (2x) Butterfl y (2x)**

MULTICLIPSYSTEM
For twintip-ski, skis with groove and splitboards
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